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Contributions

A single-channel ECG biometric system with an
autoencoder as feature extractor is proposed and
evaluated on data from a local hospital.
•A lower dimensional representation of heartbeat
templates is learned and a superior performance
is achieved.

•A transfer learning setting is explored and results
show practically no loss of performance, suggest-
ing that it can be deployed in systems with of-
fline training: small to large-scale deployments,
including embedded applications.

Autoencoder

•A neural network (NN) that learns to recon-
struct the inputs belonging to a given dataset X?:
X = [{x : x ∈ X? ⊂ X}]T.

• It consists of an encoder, λ : X 7→ Z , and a decoder,
ψ : Z 7→ X .

•To update the function parameters via backpropa-
gation, an objective function, L(X,λ, ψ) must be
defined, e.g. L(X,λ, ψ) = ||X − X̂||2F , where
X̂ = [{x̂ : x̂ = (ψ ◦ λ)(x),∀x ∈ X?}]T denotes the
reconstructed inputs.

Regularization is required to learn useful representa-
tions [1]:
• explicitly design a network with a bottleneck (un-
dercomplete);

• add regularization terms to the objective function;
•use techniques such as data corruption or dropout.

Figure 1: Schematic of an undercomplete autoencoder.

Biometric Identification System

A one-to-many template matching system whose templates are given by an encoded representation of individual
ECG heartbeats. The raw signals are bandpass filtered. Heartbeat templates are built by taking a fixed-
length window around detected R peaks. The mapping function is learned by the encoder submodule of the
autoencoder and its hyperparameters are selected using a validation set. The parameters of the classifier
(k-Nearest Neighbor) are fixed.

Figure 2: Template matching biometric system [2].

Figure 3: Heartbeat template.

Learning Schemes

•B: identity function as feature extractor, i.e. tem-
plates are not encoded.

•M1: autoencoder is trained only on the target
dataset, i.e. templates from enrolled subjects.

•M2: autoencoder is trained only on leftover data,
i.e. templates from unenrolled subjects. Transfer
learning scenario.

•M3: autoencoder is trained on all available data,
i.e. templates from enrolled and unenrolled sub-
jects. Adds insight on how the system behaves in
the presence of additional data.

Results

Figure 4: Identification error: boxplots with annotated medians.
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Figure 5: Scheme ranking (Nemenyi test [3]).

Future Research

•ECG as dynamical system: state-space signal pro-
cessing using Bayesian filtering [4, 5].

•Data augmentation: simple translations or scaling;
models capturing the ECG dynamics [4]; general
generative models [6, 7].

•Different biometric systems: deep learning based
(Convolutional NN, Recurrent NN); feature fusion;
ensembles.
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